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Summer, the prime ice cream eat·
ing time of the year, is coming to
an end. Check out page 108 to
find out the best place to get in
your last few treats.

Can't make it to the Mr. MSU
pageant tonight? Stop by
thenews.org tomorrow for a
video recap of the big event.

The 2008 Olympics games may be over for
some people, but for o~e Murray State
alumna, the opportunity for the gold and
the glory is just beginning, 28.
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Drive smart

i

City partners with University to enforce traffic laws near campus

L - - - - - - - - J,

Call of Fame
Alcohol and
academics don't
mix well.

OPINION. SA

Vol. 84, No. S

RoblD Phelps
Newa Editor
bJiyJng down the streets near the cam.·
pus or cr:osslDg the streets s'urrounding
it, some $dents may have noticed the
latest d~ on Murray State property.
Adair, grad student from Calvert
said DOdced the crosswalks
iiiMIId.IIF ....M~e .__D!d traffic at
WellsBaUon

Face Off
Students go head·
to-head on the
topic of same·sex
marriage.

safety," DeVoss said.
Along with the luminescent, cobblestoned crosswalks, DeVoss sald the Uni·
versJty went a step further to prevent
pedestrian vehicle crashes.
"We've scheduled officers to do
enhanced enforcement at a certain time
of day," DeVoss said.
Some students can attest to this
enforcement as recipients of citations for
traffic violations including failure to
yield to a pedestrian, speeding and driving without wearing a seatbelt.
DeVoss said the enhanced enforcement was part of a traffic campaign that
ended after Labor Day, but the University decided to extend it. The campaign
moulton speeding. crosswalks, seatbelt
uup and drivers under the influence.
Ill c:oojuDction with visible crosswalb
and officer turveillance, DeVoss said.
Kentuclty Drive Smart radars are lllo
present on Chestnut Street, westbouud.;
and 16th Street southbound.

These radars are meant to serve as a
speedometer and mark for drivers as
they enter heavily congested streets of
frequent pedestrian use.
While crosswalks and distracted drivers have been an .Issue for some,
DeVoss said others are concerned about
bike paths and sidewalks.
"We need to do bike path improvements all throughout the city," DeVoss
said.
The Campus Safety Committee holds
meetings cbaired by Unlvenity P.resident Raody Dunn where students from
representative organizadooa iuch u the
Student Govenunent Aaocl1rion and
BJa Student Couodl voice their concema aboUt campus afety froiil mlssh,l
laiD to Racer PatrOl escort~.
WbUe pial are iD
and stu-

prosre-

~CODdDaetoapreuopinloDsabout
~ tnftk: ..rety, DeVOll uld drl.... ud ped~IN lboWd remember •
leWtipe.l

"The law requires motorists to yield to
pedestrians, but we also request students
to use marked crosswalks," DeVoss said.
DeVoss encourages pedestrians to
make to precaution and establlsh eye
contact with motorists before crossiJJs.
"The pedestrian bears some respoDil·
bility," DeVoss said. "Always be sure the
person sees you."
Talldng on the phone or to friends is a
distraction DeVoss said to avoid when
preparing to cross the at:reet.
"I could get in trouble ooe day, but I
try to be careful," Victoria Rubanovich,
junior from Elkutsk. Russia said. -:rbey
drive too fast and don't ootic:e people
croain& but irs reaDy the studeDta who
should watch.•
Just this week :Murrq State Police
illaeid 12 citatlou to studeDta for not
w~ teatbeltl ADd four citations to
ltudelltl
for
speedinlRo6Ua ,_..,. can be r~ach~d at
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Students utilize event
to raise eco-awareness

Sudo~u.98

Hailey Kercheval

Review. 98

Staff writer

WHAT'S ONLINE:
VIDEOS:
• Waterfield library
• Students reveal

favorite ice cream
• Excuse the Inter·
ruption: Murray
State
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30 percent chance of
scattered thunder·
storms

This year's Family Weekend is
going green.
Across Murray State's campus,
items arc going into the trash that
can and should be recycled, Ryan
Hays, senior from Florence, Ky.,
said. Hays said she saw Family
Weekend as an opportunity to
increase student awareness on
recycling.
"Students may not be aware of
all the recycling bins and locations
all over campus," Hays said.
"Implementing recycling procedun~s into Family Weekend is just
a baby step towards a greater initiative."
Sabrina Mathis, coordinator of
Family Weekend, said her focus is
on the family cookout in the Quad
for raising environmental awareness.
"We arc expecting close to 500
people including students and
their families at the cookout,"
Mathis said. "The Murray Environmental Student Society will be
there with informational booths to
educate people on the importance
of recycling."
MESS is a social organization
promoting awareness on conservation issues, according to Hays'
Murray State Family Weekend
recycled Oyer.
Hays said she is in close contact
with the MESS to utilize their
knowledge and resources, and to
involve them in Family Weekend.
"The MESS will be volunteering
their time at the Family Weekend
cookout to show the families
things that need to be addressed,''
Hays said.

Hays also said she encourages
students to use the recycling bins
throughout campus. Students offcampus, can use a local pick·up
service for paper. cardboard. plas·
tic, glass and metal.
In addition to educating students
and their families about the environment, Mathis said Family
Weekend should be a fun and
entenaining event.
"Family Weekend is the first
offlcial time for families and parents to visit after move·in day for
students," Mathis said. "We bring
the families in to show their stu·
dents arc settling in and they are
always welcomed back."
Mathis said a lot of bard work
with other campus organizations
goes into creating an eventful
weekend for families.
·
"We arc trying to involve as
many campus organizations as we
can," she said. "For example, the
residential colleges, Greek organizations, Student Affairs, the Alum·
ni Association and the Parent and
Family Connection."
Some of this weekend's events
include the International Soccer
Tournament sponsored by Campus Recreation, the Mr. MSU
Pageant sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi, the Panmt and Family
Connection Cookout, the second
annual "Fall Fanfare" Collage Concert sponsored by the Music
Department and the Murray State
vs. Illinois State football game.
A full schedule of Family Weekend event locations and times can
be found at murraystatc.edu/
parents.
Hailey Kercheval can be reached
at hailey.kercheval@murraystate.
edu.

F~ancial Services

Center planned

Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor
A technological boost to the
• Business Building is the next
step in Murray State's progressing face-lift.
Tim Todd, dean of the College of Business and Public
Affairs, and economics and
finance professor David Durr,
started discussing a high-tech
Financial Services Center two
years ago, Todd said.
The center, which will have
a fishbowl style and is planned
for the 16th Street entrance of
the Business Building. will
have two plasma screen TV's,
40 computer workstations and
a real stock ticker visible from
16th Street
"The vision is to have a
room that will serve as both a
high end computer lab for our
students, as weU as a recruit·
ment tool," Todd said.
The Financial Services Cen·
ter, which is projected to cost
approximately $1.5 million,
will have a naming opportuni·
ty associated with it that will
cover most of the cost, Todd
said.
"We're in conversations
with one particular company
whose president is an alumni
of Murray State," Todd said.
"They have shown a lot of
interest in being the main funders and having the naming
opponunity."
With financing almost in
place, Todd said construction
will start after graduation this
May. The department is
awaiting the completion of
plans before other work can
start.
"There are three things that
have to work," he said. "The

Photo courtesy of David Durr

This Is a future projection of what the Financial Services Center will look
like. It Is planned for the 16th Street entrance of the Business BulldiOQ.
room is currently an (interactive television) room. The
lTV could possible go to the
Business Building South
where Copy Express is. We're
in discussion with the dean of
libraries and we're hoping to
move Copy Express to Waterfield Library."
All six departments of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs will have access to the
room, but economics and
finance students will have priority, Todd said.
"The dream is through the
Finance faculty, as they focus
on the stock market and the
trading aspect, but we want to
make sure that all departments are excited about it," he
said. "Finance would have
first dibs, and other depart·
ments would be able to devel·
op classes for it and use it as
well."
Finance and economics are

ftkjiNQ• it:;

constantly changing, junior
Lauren Allard, an economics
major from Louisville, Ky.,
said, and it is sometimes difficult to get the whole picture
from a textbook.
"I think that if you're in a
learning environment where
you have the information as
it's happening, you'll have a
better grasp of the material,"
she said. "Especially in the
financial world where things
can be different everyday."
Mia Walters can be reached
at mia. walters@murraystate.
edu.
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This week
nection Cookout; ~ad: ends at 3
p.m., tickets S8.SO, $7.SO for stu·
dents; includes cookout and football game
•2 p.m. International Student Soccer Tournament; Intramural
Fields. free
•3:30 p.m. P~l Fanfare Collage
Coocert; l..ovett Auakorium. tickets jS
•6 p.m. F~rewell reception for
Qlrector Ross Bolen; Playhouse in
the Park deck: ends at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday

I!!!~!:~~Curris

•2 p.m. International Student
Soccer .Tournament; rntra.mur·
al Fields. free
e5 pa. Sbak:iD' Up Shakespeare;
Rqents eo~ 2nd floor study

Football vs.llli·
nois State; 6
p.m.; Stewart
Stadium; Out·
standing Parent
award given
between first
and second quar·
ters, free for stu·
dents. S7 for
adults, $4 for
children

ter Rockins Chair Lounge; ends
6p.m.
•5 p.m. RCA meeting; Curris
ter Barkley Roorp.; open to
•6 p.m. Dinner at the
Foundation; Wesley House,
to public

lounge, free
•7:30 p.m. .Bts Dad.dy Weave con,.
cert; Currls Ceoter

J.arse

Ball-

room. tickets $5 Cor students, S8
Cor •neral ~Uc

Coming Up

Now Playing

p~~~~~

ter Da1lce tounae; fOds at 2 p.m.

queen applications due:
•S p.m. SGA meetlni; Curris Centm'
Barkley Room; open to public
•S p.m. Dinner. at the Newman House;

·~ p.m. Spanish table; Curris

terT-room
•3:30 p.m. Unlty Pe$t Q1.arCh; begins
Curris Center Theater; open to public
•7p.m. ..1 Malee Horse Calls": Wr'2tl:lt!rl
A&aditorium. free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International:
to the Dark Slde''i Curd& Center

Newman Center, free

•6 p.m. Gennan coffee table; Hart College Thoroughbrewed Cafe
•1:30 p.m. Coogresa to Campus:
Wrather Auditorium, free
•8 p;m. Murray State Alliance meedD~:
Curris Center Ohio Room

Police Beat
Sept. 4
12:08 a.m. Murray State Police
;n the Five Points parking lot
issued a citation to Aaron Harris, freshman from Louisville,
Ky., for speeding and not having his license.
11:27 a.m. Murray State Police
.tt O;~khurst issued a citation to
Zach;~ry Nusz. freshman from
Louisville, Ky., for failure to
yield to a pedestrian.
10:54 p.m. Murray State Police
at 16th Street issued a citation
to Ryan Roth, freshman from
St. Genevieve, Mo., for passen·
gers nnt wearing seatbelts.
U:17 p.m. Murray State Police
at 16th and Miller streets
issued a citation to Mason
Johnson, sophomore from
Henderson, Ky., for not wear·
ing a scatbelt.
y.:47 p.m. Murray State Police
at Chestnut Street and Regents
Drive issued a citation to
Shane Patterson, junior from
Cadiz, Ky., for not wearing a
seat belt.

Sept.S
1:08 a.m. Murray State Police at
Richland and S. 16th streets
issued a citation to Eric Stembridge, sophomore from Farmington, Ky., for not wearing a
seatbclt.
1:34 a.m. Murray State Police at
16th Street issued a citation to
Justin Burkeen, sophomore
from Dexter, Ky., for a passenger not wearing seatbelt.
2:14 a.m. Murray State Police at
the White College parking lot
arrested Justin Hutto, fresh·
man from Goodlettsville,
Tenn., for public intoxication.
A warrant was also issued for
fourth degree assault and two
counts of menacing.
11:29 p.m. Murray State Police
at the Five Points parking lot
issued a citation to Christo·
pher Englen, freshman from
Fort Campbell, Tenn., for a
passenger not wearing a seatbelt.
11:48 p.m. Murray State Police
at 16th and Miller streets
issued a citation to Kayla Cox.

•Sepl19: Women's Soccer vs. Marshalt 3

Cinema International

ater, Cree

p.m~ Cutchin Field

"Taxi to the Duk Side" (USA):
Sept.IS-20

If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
flll out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809·3175 or e-mail informatiun to
tbenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wedncsdays at noon. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be pubHshed.

"The Namesake" (India, USA):
Sept. 25·27
"Paprika" CJapan):
Oct. 9·11
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

freshman from Princeton, Ky.,
for a passenger not wearing a
seatbelt.

Sherifrs office notified Public
Safety a Murray State student
was sexually assaulted off campus.
4:06 p.m. A caller from White
12:04 a.m. Murray State Police College reported a washer
at 16th Street issued a citation leaking on the second floor and
to Katie Mynear, freshman • creating suds. Central Plant
from Lexington, Ky.. for a pas- was notified.
5:58 p.m. A caller from the
senger not wearing a seatbelt.
12:20 a.m. Murray State Police Lynn Grove area reported an
at Waldrop Drive issued a cita· accident in a Murray State
tion to Nicholas Pate, junior vehicle. An officer took a
from O'Fallon, ni., for a pas- report.
senger not wearing a seatbelt.
12:49 a.m. Murray State Police
at 16th and Chestnut streets 5:34 a.m. The residence direcissued a citation to Brittany tor at Lee Clark College
Jones, sophomore from Lamar, reported a dead animal on the
Ind., for a passenger not wear- sidewalk east of the college.
Central Plant was notified.
ing a seatbelt
1:30 a.m. Murray State Police 9:S6 p.m. A caller from Price
at the Howton Agricultural Doyle Fine Arts Building
Engineering Building issued a reported a raccoon in the drain
citation to Marie Banchy. on the east side of the building
,senior from West Chester, ~y the ~ell. qcntral I>l;mt
Ohio, for a passenger not wear- W'I{S rtOttfted.
ing a seatbelt.
10'.20 p.m. Racer Patrol reported hunting equipment In a
vehicle in the Franklin College
5:34 a.m. The Calloway County east parking lot. The vehicle's

Sept.6

Sept.8

Sept. 7

.Call·of l
fame

September7
1C>-.3S p.m. A caller from Hart College

reported a possibly intoxicated sub·
ject outside of the computer lab
bothering people as they passed.
Subject gone upon officer arrival.

owner was told to move the
items off campus.

Sept.9
4:21p.m. Murray State Police at
the Curris Center arrested
Samuel Boyd, nonstudent from
Buchanon, Tenn.. for four outstanding warrants from Calloway County.
8:10 p.m. Murray State Police
at Chestnut and Waldrop
streets issued a citation to
Devan Caton. senior from
Murray, for speeding.
10:08 p.m. Murray State Police
at Hwy 94 west issued a citation to Cbaz Robinson. junior
from Murray, for speeding.

Sept.IO
8:37 p.m. A student at Public

Safety reported their wallet
and cell phone were missing
from the Wellncss Center. An
officer took .1 report for unlawful taking Jess than $300.
10:13 p.m. Murr:ty State Police
at Campus Suites issued a citation to Grant Clark. :>ophomorc from Murray, for speeding.
11:13 p.m. Murray State Police
at College Circle issued n citation to Dustin Rediess. freshmao from Smiths Grove, Ky.,
for driver nnd pru;senger not
wearing a scatbelts.
..
Motorist assists - 1
Racer es~Qrts - S
Arrests- 2
Mia Walterf: compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
l'ublk Safety. Not all dis·
putched calls are listed.

WHA,.'S YOUR
S,.RA,.EGY1
During the last school year, if you partied/socialized/
how often did you ...
• Keep track of the number of drinks you were having?
\ • Determine in advance not to exceed a set number of drinks?
~

t

•

, .I •

.

IV " r

•

Pace your drinks to one or fewer per hour?
Avoid drinking games?
Alternate non-alcoholic with alcoholic

ty ·"" • Drink a/coho/look-alike beverages?
~ • Choose not to drink?
(you read correctly; even
drinkers sometimes choose not to
drink at all at a party)
• Eat before and/or during drinking?
• Use a designated driver?
• Have a friend let you know when you have had enough?

97.7 percent of Murray State students
reported usually or always doing one
or more of the above
behaviors when drinking alcohol
during the last school year.
(Data from the Spring 2008 National College Health Assessment
- 771 randomly selected MSU students)
Sponsored by the Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education and
Health Services - For more information, contact:
Judy Lyle at 809-3809 or e-mail judy.lyle@murraystate.edu
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Women's Center promotes sexual assaUlt awareness
Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor
Twenty to 25 percent of college-aged
women will experience sexual assault,
according to cdc.gov, and the Women's
Center is doing its p;trt to lower that statistic.
•
The Women's Center will sponsor Be
Educated about a Sexual Assault-Free
Environment Week, Sl•pt. 22-26, to promote sexual assault awareness and education. BE SAFE Week occurs during the
first six weeks of school because this is
the most high risk period uf time for sexual assault, Jane Etheridge, director of the
Women's Center. said,
"Sexual assault is real, it happens, and if
we work together we can truly have a
safer,
more
respectful
campus,"
Etheridge said. "It is a prevalent, serious
crime, is extremely traumatic and is lifelong in terms of healing."
BE SAFE Week includes a prob'Tam
each night, including a mock rape trial, a
film, a play and a candlelight vigil,
Etheridge said. Hystanders are a big focus
this year.
"Bystanders are people who are on the
side watching," she said. "They arc innocent people who nrc not involved but
observe something that just doesn't seem

right. We want to encourage those people
to intervene."
The week will conclude with the White
Ribbon Campaign. Mate students will
pass out white ribbons to male faculty.
staff and studl!nts to wear in support of
survivors of sexual assault and domestic
violence. Jessica Amundson, graduate
assistant for the Women's Center, said.
"Everyone is invited and encouraged to
participate in the week," shl· said.
This wceklong program, which the
Women's Center has sponsored since
1996, is ultimately about awareness, prevention and the dissolution of myths surrounding sexual assault, Etheridge said.
"We want to d ispel the myth that sexual assault involves someone in a trench
coat who jumps out of the bushes and
attacks you," Etheridge said. "But that'.s
not how rape happens most of the time.
The campus has good lighting and Racer
Patrol escorts to protect people from
strangers, but not from the people they
know."
Etheridge said sexual assault is the No.
l most undcrreported crime and is committed, more often th an not, by an
acquaintance.
"I get about six or eight reports per
semester," Etheridge s.aid. "Usually,
something happens to them their fresh-

BE SAFE WEEK
Monday. MOck Rape Trial. 7 - 8 p.m.;
Wrather Auditorium

Tuesday·"'Are you Afraid of the
Dark?" 7 - 8;15 p.JD;.; Mason Hall
Auditorium
W~ -"Welcome to the Party,"
6 -7 p.m.; ~der Hall

AuditOrium
~ •'I'biDk J.EJ> Campaign. 10
a.m. - 4p..U.: ~

Take Back the N"aght & Candlelight
Vigil, S p.m.; Qllad
Annual Clothesline Project Cer~
mony will follow vigil
frldW. White Ribbon Campaign,
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.; Curds Center
man year, then on the anniversary of it
their sophomore year, they fall apart."
For more information about BE SAFE
Week, visit the Curris Center from 10:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. Sept 17 and 18, where Women's Center staff members will provide
information about programs and sell
"FEARLESS" t-shirts for $8.

Mia Walters can be reached at
mia.walters@murrayscate.edu.

File rhoto

Alittle boy holds a candle at last year's Take Back the NIQht •

Non-Traditional Student/Commuters
Organization
Picnic
Saturday
Sept. 20, 2008
Noon-2 p.m.
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS. 10% Off ALL FOOD SALES WITH RACERCARD.

Sept. 18

Sept. 25

Sept. 27

Last Almanac

Craig Russell Band

Bone Pony

with special guests

tl!lll' 1•1111 lh tlllhll l'

Cabin

'1\\P'-l'l'-td

Pabst Blue Ribbon
$1 Mon.-Wed.

ullllilllk !J,l,iltl'-

CHECK OUT·OUR

\\l·.l

\)PII

!Ldltdl

katun:J on thl' Lkd.

.1

~'.llllc'

<ll

lllllllitl!L'.

WEB SITE FOR BAND UPDATES AND INFORMATION
bigapplemurray.com

Central Park
Courthouse Pavilion

FeHowshlp with Family and Friends
RSVP by Sept. 18 to
Barbecue will be
Vema Shanstrom at
provided. You only
27()..362-0522
need to bring a
or
covered dish to
270-205-6750
share and drinks
or
verna..shanstrom@munaystate.edu for your family.
I

Racers

vs.

The Chase at Murray
All Inclusive Rent
-Electricity (Monthly per
re.son cap Applies)

Lease Today!
Rates

start at $325

1700 Lowes Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Illinois St.
Saturday,
Sept. 13th
.
6:00p.m.
at
Roy Stewan Stadium
Family Weekend!
Racer
Lanyards
for the

first
500 fans!

www. myownapartment.com

ncket Office 270-809-3000 and www.GoRacers.com
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Getting to school
Zoning, tight budgets, time constraints delay the construction of safe sidewalks for commuters
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
Shouts of profanity, middle fingers and
angry honks can be heard and seen during peak traffic hours on the streets surrounding the Murray State campus.
Getting to school can be a hassle, especially if one is a commuter. Dealing with
backed-up traffic lights, unattentive drivers and full parking lots adds unnecessary stress to the lives of both staff and
students.
So what are the alternatives?
Well, you could skip class, but if you
have any intentions of graduating or
keeping your job, that's probably not a

good option. Another alternative many
commuters prefer is to walk or bike to
campus to save money and protect the
environment - not to mention it's also a
great way to walk off those added allyou-care-to-eat Winslow calories.
While walking or biking may be a feasible option for some, it's a very dangerous
undertaking for others.
The narrow stretch of road on North
16th Street, winding and twisting from
Chestnut Street to Diuguid Drive presents a problem for drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians alike.
There are several blind spots on the
perilously narrow two-lane street and
there is absolutely no shoulder which

leaves very little room for error.
So, why aren't there sidewalks?
There are several reasons for that, but
it's mainly a money issue.
First of all, the section of North 16th
Street that runs from Chestnut Street to
Hwy. 121 is owned by the state, while the
section from Hwy. l21 to Diuguid Drive is
owned by the City of Murray. This means
the state would have to fund part of the
sidewalk project, while the city would
have to come up with the rest.
Dennis Thompson, project coordinator, for the City of Murray, said a sidewalk in that area is in the city's five-year
plan but they have not acquired all of the
right-of-way or funds necessary to com·

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

l

pletc the estimated $700,000 project.
"We have a preliminary design in the
works, but any petition or involvement
from students would help to push things
along," Thompson said.
The News encourages students and
staff to advocate for the building of safe
pedestrian routes to campus. beginning
with a sidewalk project on North 16th
Street.
Murray residents have already begun a
petition and there are plans to present it
in the near future to the Murray City
Council.
For more information about how to get
involved visit http://petitiononline.com/
msul6th/petition.html.

what do you think•••
does North 16th Street need asidewalk?
"Sidewalks cut down on the traffic issues
and therefore help with safety. It would be
logical to get sidewalks."
Catie Harris • Cunningham, Ky.
sophomore
• We need sidewalks. If Murray State is
going to take over 16th Street they should
pay the bill. Otherwise, the city should
pay.''

Scott Alexander • Mayfield, Ky
oraduate student
"They definitely need to put in the
sidewalks. for people who ride their bikes
to class it's kind of dangerous.''
Brittany McGowan· Memphis. Tenn.
senior

n

J

Ri<·k Burres/7ht> Nt'ws

Your voice

Letters

Fast-paced college life leaves little room to work it out

Lindsay
Zeller
Lindsay Zeiler is
an employee of
Murray State
Campus Outreach

"Hey, how are you?'' "Good! How are you?"
"Good." l would say this scenario occurs
approximately five times every day for the average college student. How are you really doing is
the question? If you are in the same boat as any
normal college student your life looks something like this: "I have to wake up, shove some
toast down my throat, take a one-minute shower, go to classes all day, go to meetings all night,
find room to cram in studying. go to sleep hopefully before 2 a.m. and wake up again the next
morning for another rat race."
OK, maybe your schedule does not look exactly like this, and hopefully you will do us all a
favor and won't try taking a one-minute shower,
trust me, it can get a little dangerous. But we all
can admit the future daily agenda is only getting,
busier.
I find that we take pride informing friends we
are staying busy. And it seems as though people
love to complain about being too busy.
The most important question is: are we so
busy we are killing ourselves? I completed an
internship last year with Cardiac Rehab. Most
of the patients were 50-70 years old and had
stepped into an awakening reality that their
busy schedules, although
making them
achieved individuals, and lack of exercise lead
to a heart attack. Fortunately these individuals
made it out alive, but one of the leading causes
of death in the U.S. is caused by heart disease.
One of the top risk factors for developing heart
disease is sedentary lifestyle, and sedentary
doesn't mean lying in bed all day. It means being
too busy to plan exercise into your schedule.
We are becoming a nation that wants things
given to us fast. For example, we love fast lines
at Winslow, high-speed Internet and fast texting
(which I love by the way). All of those things
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are great, but when we begin to race from one
event to the next without taking a minute to
stop and prioritize exercise, we are literally
killing ourselves. · We become stressed, cluttered, tired and feel gross.
Some of the health benefits of exercise
include: reducing the risk of premature death,
lowering the risk of heart disease and lowering
high blood pressure or the risk of developing
high blood pressure and cholesterol. It also
reduces the risk of developing colon cancer,
breast cancer and diabetes, not to mention it
aids in the maintenence of body weight and fat,
building healthy muscles, bones and joints. It
also reduces depression and anxiety and
improves psychological well-being. With exercise you can enhance your work, recreation and
sport performance.
You may ask how do I get started when I have
so much to do? First, I would suggest planning
your week on Sunday - 30 minutes could save
five hours.
The key is to plan every hour. I bet you will
fmd 30 minutes to an hour where there is time
wasted eating too long with friends or watching
a whole season of "The Office" really late at
night. Then, plan three consistent times every
week, invite a friend and stick to it. I used to
run track, so it was really easy to exercise when
I had a coach expecting me to show up for a
long run at 6 a.m. But now that I am not in competitive training, it is more challenging to stay
motivated. But I have enjoyed Pilates on Tuesday nights from 5 to 6 p.m.
So the next time you are tempted to ask someone bow they are doing in passing, ask them to
go work out with you for 30 minutes at the wellness center and really find out how they are
doing.
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Fraternity brother disagrees with column
Dear Editor,
As a sophomore on Murray State's campus, I have
become accustomed to reading The News each and
every Friday. This past Friday was no different. What
did strike me as a bit different, however, was a specific
article that targeted Greek fraternities on campus. As a
member of a Murray State fraternity, I was disappointed in the writer's negative opinion of the male Greek
system. I must admit, last year when I entered Murray
State I was not interested in Greek life at all. Admittedly. I felt this way for many of the same thoughts and
opinions expressed in last week's article.
Growing up in Calloway County, I had very conservative values instilled in me at a very young age. "Frat life"
was not for me. or so I thought. When rush week began,
I decided to give it a shot. What I learned about fraternal organizations absolutely surprised, inspired and
changed me. The stereotype of fraternities that movies
and sitcoms such as "Animal House" and ABC Family's
"Greek," are absolutely ridiculous. While I am a member
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, I know each fraternity on campus
stands for much more than most realize.
Philanthropy, community service. leadership and of
course brotherhood are just a few of the very important
values fratern ities are built upon. I sincerely apologize
to the writer of last week's article, and all of those on
campus that believe we hold ourselves above you, or
somehow believe that we are superior. 1 assure you, we
are down-to-earth college students just as you are. I
encourage you to meet brothers of all fraternities. Don't
be afraid to branch out and realize, as I did, that fraternities are not just a group of frat boys looking to drink
every night of the week. You don't have to join a fraternity to live that lifestyle. There is more to a fraternity
than that.

- Travis Taylor, sophomore, Almo, Ky.

1 From the front
(from top left) ice cream photo Illustration by Elaine Kight/ The News; Emily Hoskms mug shot courtesy
murraystate.edu; video camera graphic by Misty Hays/The News. (sidebar from topl Call of Fame graph·
ic by Misty Hays/The News; cake topper graphic courtesy babble.com; horse photo by Elaine Kiqht/TI!e
News; weather qraph1cs by Knsten MillerI The News: weather information courtesy weather.com; Murray
State recycling emblem courtesy of lacebook.com.
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Should same-sex marriage be legal?

No

Yes
Everyone should.
have equal rights
under the law
In a world where people's
houses can fall off the sides of
mountains or roofs cave in from
sudden deluges, consider the
number of people who have actually
consulted
insurance
providers to st·c if their plan covers damage caused by Charles
and Frank's vows "to have and to
hold."
Republican "feminists" scare
me, I am scared of being chased
down an alley by rabid dogs, I am
scared of worms and I have not
bought milk in years for fl•ar of it
suddenly going bad without roc
expecting it, but I have never
checked under my bed for a hap·
pity married gay couple.
Because as scary as life can be,
homos·e xual couples using the
word "marriage" is actually not
that bad.
In fact, J do not see a single
problem with gay people describing a lifelong romantic cornmitml·nt to each other as a "marriage." Heck. if it makes you feel
better - I support it Yes, I sup·
port gay marriages.
Actually,! think the whole idea
is sweet.
Think about how much more
difficult it would be for gay people to get married than straight.
ln that way, how mucb more of a
romantic symbol is gay marriage
than straight? By limiting gay
marriage, arc politicians actually
putting the spark back into thousands of homosexual relationships?
Personally, I ~m nowhere near
brave enough to stand between a
lesbian and a marriage license.
But what happened to make
the concept of gay marriage so
threatening?
In many arguments. this would
be the exact point where I would
begin talking about ''ignorance,"
and go on for the rest of the article about how destructive people
can be in pushing their personal
views on others' lives. Hut not
this time.
This time I will discuss the fear
of gay marriages in the context of
food. And in this case, pizza will
represent straight marriage.
Basically, the entire reason
there is even a debate over the
morality of same-sex marriage is
because straight people simply
love "pizza" so much they worry
gay people might miss out.
But when heterosexual couples
suggest pizza to homosexual couples, they always turn it down.

Clayton
Vertrees
Staff
writer

Marriage was
intended for
man and woman

0
0

D..A.,,l

This rejection worries straight
couples in the same way a parent
becomes concerned when a child
refuses to eat their dinner.
"Who doesn't like pizza!?
Everybody likes pizza. If gay peo·
pie don't like pizza. what foods
do they like?
Gee, I hope they arc not trying
to starve themselves.
But what if they :ue?! We
should rescue them!"
And this is where confusion
comes from.
Straight people, gay people are
not interested in pizza because it
is simply not for them. It never
has been.
We all know you really enjoy
pizza, but some gay people would
actually rather go without food
than eat pizza.
And I am sure they appreciate
the sentiment, but your appreciation of pizza is actually keeping
gay people from enjoying their
own favorite food.
Thus, by allowing gay people
to marry each other, you give
them the opportunity to find
their favorite food, just like you
found pizza.
And do you remember how
happy you were when you first
discovered pizza?

The institution of marriage is
one of the few things both presidential nominees agree upon
in this upcoming election.
I agree with both of these
educated individuals in the
thought process that marriage
is a union between one man
and one woman.
Many people across the
nation have attempted to
change the laws on the specifications of this contract that is
marriage. In the state of Massa·
chusetts, advocates have sue·
cecded in their quest and have
taken the man and wife out of
marriage.
Webster's No. 1 deftnition for
marriage is "The state of being
united to a person of the oppo·
.site sex as.husband or wife In a
const."nsual and contractual
relationship recognized by
law."
In this definition there is
something that is stated very
clearly at the end: "recognized
by law." If this is necessary for
a person to be married to
another, why is it that people
construe and contort the institution of marriage?
"If marriage means everything. it means absolutely noth·

The Candidate's Views
McCain: Believes the institution of marriage is a union between one man and one
woman. Voted for the Defense of Marriage Act but voted against the Federal Marrlaqe
Amendment. Says states and local governments should set their own marriage policies.

Obama: Opposes same·sex marriage, but also opposes aconstitutional ban. Says he
would repeal the Defense of Marriage Act and voted against the federal Mamage
Amendment. He supports lull civil unions that ~give same·sex couples equal legal
rights and privlfeqes as married couples. including the right to assist their loved ones
in ttmes or emergency as well as equal health insurance, employment benefits, and
property and adoption rights ...
SOurce: CNNPolltics.com

Tim
MacAllister
Assistant
Sports Editor

ing. It will mean nothing to
same-sex as well as oppositesex couples. The current
decline of the institution of
marriage will be accelerated.
Increasing numbers of couples
will elect to simply 'live together.'" Dr. James C. Dobson. of
Focus on the Family said.
Dobson explains that the
institution of marriage is slowly deteriorating and has slowly
become nothing more than an
"I do" and a party.
The U.S. Census Bureau projected 43 percent of all couples
that will wed this year will end
up being divorced - these statistics without the complication
of same-sex marriage.
With the addition of samesex marriage, these rates go up
anJ the quality of marriage will
continue to plummet.
Gay marriages start different
problems as well. One that has
already arisen is adoption. Now
we have two mommies or daddies and this child is deprived
of the normalcy of life.
The child may be ridiculed
because of the choice of the
parents. When the child is most
vulnerable in elementary and
middle school, they will no
doubt be teased about something completely out of their
controL
When a child is deliberately
deprived of a mother or father
it is an injustice.
This is not similar to single
parents who had a part in their
child's conception. This is
adopting a child and not giving
them a father figure or a mother figure.
As hard as you try, you can
never emulate a mothers love
with that of a father. In the
same respect, you cannot repli·
cate a loving father-child relationship.
As hard as you try, you simply can't become something
that you are not.
When you look at the institution of marriage, many people
think of a man and woman
deeply in love who are finally
making the biggest decision of
their lives.
If we allow same sex marriage to become an institution,
we will lose one of the few
things that are left of the
morals and intuitions that we
hold sacred in the United
States.

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
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Editor
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is your favorite snack food and Why?
"My favorite snack food is
coconut because you think
you're finished and then later
you find more in your teeth and
you can snack again.
John Mayer thought of this first,
but isn't it true?"

"My favorite snack is popcorn. I
think it's awesome because it
come in many flavors and is fun
to make. I especially love the
salty, buttery combination during
my favorite television programs."

"My favorite snack food
would have to be chips.
I know they are horrible for you,
but they are just
so crunchy and amazing."

Zani~

_____ ncu·~

']rlhave and to hold~ .
t~ cnange my m1nu
Lately I've been having a problem with
promises. I mean really, what are promises?
They are no more than
specific commitments.
Personally, I try very
hard not to make
promises if I know
Alaina
there is a possibility I
may not be able to
Zanin
keep them, such as not
knowing what the future will bring.
Take the promise ring for example.
Many pre-teens and teenagers put these
rings on with good intentions, but eventually the ring signifies, "I promise to
continue to wear this ring in front of my
parents, while I'm secretly bumping
uglies with my boyfriend in the back of
his truck."
To be fair. there are young adults who
possess enough will-power or guilt to
keep their promise to remain chaste for
their future spouses.
But how do they curb their normal hormonal and sexual desires?
They get married ... before they are
ready. Now, let me preface this: I have
friends, younger than me, who have
decided to enter into wedlock. and I wish
them all the best. Everyone is different
and I'm not saying all young newlyweds
arc doomed for a failed marriage.
But, in my opinion, if the government
doesn't think you have enough decisionmaking skills to consume alcohol, how
the hell are you suppose to pick a mate
for the rest of your life?
Think about it: The rest of your life.
Most college students can't even stick
with the same major for four years. We
change schools, we change dorms, we
change our hair color and jobs. The part
of our brain that helps us deal with problem-solving and critical-thinking isn't
even developed yet.
Too often, I tbi~ we get wrapped up
in what we~ink we· l!re suppo~a~o ,9o.
or what society expects of us. That veil of white lace and tUlle screens
our better judgement from reality.
I don't blame you. Any girl would be
jaded if her boyfriend got down on one
knee, opened up a box with the prettiest
diamond-encrusted ring you have ever
seen and popped the question.
The problem is we get carried away
with his and her's towels, booking DJ's, a
cake, designer dresses, the house with the
white picket fence and the 2.5 kids.
But, when it comes down to it, I think
many young couples don't fully realize
the ramifications of the monumental
committent they are making.
It's easy to think about the fun part, the
big party, the church-condoned sex. but
you forget there are mortgages, screaming, pooping children, and finally the
evaporation of your freedom. You just got
done with asking your parents for permission. Do you really want to incorporate someone else's opinion in the rest of
your major life decisions?
Why do you think people get cold feet?
It's their better Judgement telling them to
get out while they still can.
And what about all the negative cliches
associated with marriage: "The old ball
and chain" or the bachelor or bachelorette "last chance" party?
What does the promise of marriage
really mean in our society? I promise to
love and honor you ... until something
better comes along.
Do you really need the pomp and circumstance and a certificate to be in a
committed, monogamous relationship?
Promises are only as good as the people
who make them. Otherwise, they're just
meaningless words.
I do believe in love, but all too often in
our hormonal. not-quite-fully-developed
brains, we confuse lust with love.
It's so hard to let go of that warm and
fuzzy feeling for a moment and evaluate
the health of your relationship, but if you
want to avoid the pain of a devastating
break-up or divorce, you have to.
.
Hindsight is always 20/20. None of us
can ever tell, for certain, which is the best
path to follow in life. Uve and learn, but
don't make avoidable mistakes. Rub those
brain cells together and think.
And as far as promises go, all I can really say for sure is I will try.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style. length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Students honor Constitution Day:
DavidBonam
Staff writer

file photo

Students congreqate at the Elizabeth College emphltheater after the Unity rest March last September.

Campus organizations unite
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
On Sept. 18 Murray
Stall' students will join
together for Unity Day, a
celebration of diversity.
Unity Day begins at 10
a.m. Students will receive
ribbons outside the Thoroughbred Room to pro·
mote unity awareness.
A Unity reception at the
Curris Center Theatre
from 3:30 to 4 p.m.,. will
precede the Unity March
across campus.
Secretary for the International Student Organization, Elena Goncharoff,
senior from Tajikistan,
said the Unity March
brings a sense of belong·
ing to international students.
"The march is intended

.

to bring a sense of unity to
all the international students represented at Murray State," Goncharoff
said. "The emphasis of this
year's event is to promote
interaction with American
students."
The march begins at the
Curris Center at 4 p.m.,
goes through campus,
around the residential college circle and ends at
Winslow Dining Hl\11.
Following · the march,
there will be a Unity Dinner and karaoke from 5 to
8p.m.
David Milam, freshman
from Memphis, Tenn., is a
member of the Campus
Activities Board, one of
the organizations participating in the event. Milam
said Unity Day is special
because it reaches out to

Greek
membership
on the rise
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
Gn•ek organizations are
often portrayed in shows
rJ!UCh ~Is the ABC Family ~eries
"Greek" and the film "House
Bunny" as the typical stereo-

all students.
"(Unity) supports in
bringing the whole campus together because it
sets out to do what we
were made to do, which is
become unified."
Vice President for the
Student
Government
Association. Derek Nance,
senior from Murray. said
this is an important event
for SGA.
"It's one of our biggest
events that promotes multicultural awareness and l's
just one more way for this
diverse campus to come
together," Nance said.
T he Black Student
Council and the Residential College Association
also sponsor Unity Day.
Amlndl Oiler can be
reached at amanda.c:rider@
murraystate.edu.

types, but more students than
ever at Murray State are find ing out just what Greek life is
really like for themselves as
enrollment in Greek organizations grows.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center and adviser for
the Inter-Fraternity Council,
said enrollment numbers
aren't final until initiation,
but fraternity participation is
up by about 65 men.
On Sept. 2, 170 men from 11
fraternities received at least
one bid. Baurer said 110 js the
highest number of bids he's
seen. He said fraternities

I

Every decision Americans make and every
step they take is in some
way influenced by a single draft written 221
years ago - The Constitution of the United
States of America.
Within a relatively
short length, the U.S.
Constitution organized
our democratic, republic government. provided our nation's fundamental laws and established unprecedented
civil rights to individuals.
It was signed by 39
"founding fathers" on
Sept. 17, 1787. Sept. 17 is
now recognized as Constitution Day.
Murray State is doing
its part to remember the
historic day. and promote higher education,
by hosting two former
Congressman: Lou Frey,
Jr.-R Fla., and James
Lloyd-D Calif.
At 7:30 p.m., Sept. 17
in Wrather Museum
Auditorium, the two
forme r Congressmen
will provide a public
lecture on the Congress
and the Constitution.
The events will continue at 9 a.m; Thursday
in the Curris Center
Barkley Room with a
panel discussion on
Congress, the president

have given 15 or 20 bids since
the formal bid ceremony.
"(Bids are) higher than I
can remember in several
years as far as the interest
level, the number of eligible
males who are interested in
joining, and again, like I said,
that process is continuing."
Ashley Sheikh, senior from
Paducah, Ky., and Inter-Fra·
ternity Council Rush chair,
said the fact enrollment is up
is not a coincidence, but an
effort IFC has worked on.
"One of the problems, that
we were facing was that as
our numbers got lower, we

and the future.
Farouk Umar, chairman of the Department
of Government law and
In ternational Affairs,
said these topics in particular are important
considering "the interest that is being generated with the (November)
elections."
Umar said this is not a
Murray State program,
but one
that "is
arranged by an or~ani 
zation in Washington
D.C.,
where
they
arrange for ex-congress·
men to visit campuses
and discuss federal government and congress.
And it has been very
successful."
Umar said Constitution Day is actually a
Federally mandated celebration as part of the
American Democracy
Project, incorpo rated in
federally funded universities to increase student awareness and
growth.
Coordinator for Service Learning and Civic
Engagement,
Robin
Taffler said though she
is usually not a big fan
of federal mandates, she
believes it is a good
idea.
"It is vitally important
that the leaders of
tomorrow are educated
in their own history"
Taffler said. "I think
people misunderstand

were blaming outside sources
-· (IFC) was blaming everyone but ourselves for the
decrease in interest in fraternities," Sheikh said.
He said the attendance at
spring semester rush events
increased 20 percent. and this
semester they doubled to a 40
percent increase, with 196
potential new members
attending Hotdogger.
"The biggest thing was we
realized times were changing
and we had to change with
it," Sheikh said. "If you see a
decrease in numbers you
can't blame outside sources."

what the Constitution
is. It is not something
that was written down
and remains in black
and white what it was in
1787, it is a living breathing document, which
means that the power of
the document is within
the people."

Umar said he believes
that it is important to
keep in mind that "there,!
is more to it (political ,
contributions) than simply electing a p resident."
David Borum can be,•
reached at david.borum@ !
murraystate.edu.
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Across campus

Board of Regents meet today
The Board of Regents wUI ;meet for its
quaterly session meeting at 1:30 p.m., today in
the J~se Stuart Room Of Pogue Library.
The m eeting wiU spotlight Greek Affairs.

Donadons reach record htps
Murray State set a philanthropic .record by
e nding its past flscal year with a t<Mal o{ S8.S
million in gifts according to Murray State pub-.
ll~ relations..
These gifts support scholarship endowmentS, academic p rosram enhancemelltSt athleticli and WKMS, as well as other progr~
and inldatives.
More than $5.6 millio n of the t otal came
from outright gifts. such as stQCk. cash and inkind sifts. Nearly 8,000 Murray State alumni
and supporters made donatioos, with 1,000 of
that number being first-time d onors.

fonun teaches tech skills
The Murray Center for Teaching, l.eamins
and Technology will host lts 11th annual Teaching and Technology Forum Sept. 18-19 i.n the
SreathJtt Room of Pogue Library. Tbe theme
for this year's forum Is "Big ldeas on T eaching."
T he fo.nun provides an oppQrtunity to sllafe
ideas and experiences about using technoloiY
to improve teaching.

"I'm aiming for 150 in the
spring because we're doing
advertising things we didn't
even do in the fall ." Sheikh
said.
The five sororities on campus are also seeing their numbers grow.
Julie Conway, senior from
Waterloo, Ill., and PanheJlenic Council Recruitment
Chair, said 142 women went
through sorority recruitment
this fall, a slight increase from
past years.
"I think a lot of word of
mouth has helped," Conway
said.

Sarah Farmer, senior from
Louisville. Ky., and Panhellenic Council president, said
the main objective for
recruitment leaders. of each
Greek organization, is to
make sure students see the
benefit of sororities instead
of the stereotypes.
,
"I think there's a lot of
opportunity there," Farmer
said. "It would mean that we
can do more things in the
community and do bigger
things;'
Ashley Edwards can be .
re11ched ar ash/eyb.edwards@
murraystate.cdu.

Do you ·See the world through a Iens1
Ready to put that talent to work?
contact The News'
Photography Editor
Misty Hays at
809-5878 or
misty.hays@hotmail.com

cuts for men, women and children
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Across from

WHEN:
Sept. 18

Speed~ay

Tues.-Fri. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
~
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The Registra{s Oftice will hold ~neetings for undergraduate degree
students who plan to graduate in Nlay ~009. Infonnation on the degree
application process! degree requirements. comerral of degrees and
general commencement infonnation will be discussed. The meetings
will be held in the Cun1s Center Theatre as follows:

Murray State Study Abroad Office • 165 Woods Hall • 809-2277
studyabroad@murraystate.edu • murraysta.te.edulstudyabroad
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DO ·you PLAN TO GRA.DUA. TE IN ~t~\" 2009?

For more information contact:

.
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l TIME:
11

Yes, of course.

l

Tuesday: September 16
\Yednesday: September 17

2:00 Pl\1
2:00 P~1

Staff from the Registra{ s Office wilt be there to answer any questions
that you may have about graduation.

-eraduation'ii;murravstate.edu
.
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Students consider traveli.University health
Megan Locke
Contributing writer
The Study Abroad office will sponsor a
study abroad fair from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sept. 18 in the Curris Center Dance
Lounge.
During the fair, students will receive
information about the various study
abroad options at Murray State and have
questions answered by staff, faculty and
former study abroad students.
Students may also pick up scholarship
information. About $80,000 of scholarships are available exclusively to study
abroad participants.
The sixth annual study abroad photo
contest will conclude at the study abroad
fair. Voters attending the study abroad
fair will choose the winners.
Students can submit up to five phoios

fair offers services

from their study abroad e>..'JlCriencc to the
Study Abroad Office in 165 Woods Hall.
The deadline to submit photos is today.
· "(These are) photos from students who
have already studied abroad," said
Melanie McCallon, associate din:ctor for
education abroad. "Winners will receive
cash prizes."
Study abroad opportunities at the Uni·
versity include more than 170 programs
in 43 countries. Program options vary in
length from one week to a full year.
"This also includes intern;Jtional
research and internship opportunities,"
McCallon said.
Many study abroad opportunities fulflll
University Studies electives and every
major has an international study aspect.
Celia Wall, associate professor of journalism, serves on the board of directors
for the Cooperative Center for Study

Abroad. CCSA coordinates study abroad
programs in nine countries.
Wall said the experiences through 1the
program arc numerous. In a class she
taught in London, Wall took students on
tours.. She said learning happens as much
outside of the "traditional" classroom as
inside of it.
"The classroom may be a museum,"
Wall said. "(Study Abroad) is a more ; Ashlee Cobb
visual way of teaching.
Contributing writer
McCallon said internationalization is
one of the most important reasons to
The Kentucky Cancer Prostudy abroad, as more and more people
gram is at Murray State to
move within different cultures.
offer an Human Papilloma
Said McCallon: "We need to take a
Virus and cervical cancer
moment to go and step inside another
awareness program for all stuculture. We have a small view of what the
dents and faculty.
world really is."
On Tuesday, KCP and MurMegan Locke can be reached at
ray State Health Services hostmcgan.Iockc@murraystate.edu.
ed a mini health fair at the
Curris Center Dance Lounge.
HPV is a virus that infects
the skin and mucous membranes. It is transmitted sexually through skin to skin contact and iflcft untreated, could
develop into cervical cancer,
Judy Lyle, health educator at
Health Services said.
Four percent of women who
had high-risk HPV developed
cervical cancer during the subsequent three years, and of the
approximately 6 million cases
of HPV, 74 percent of them
occur in 15-24 year- olds.
Merck & Co. developed GardasH, a vaccine which helps
prevent up to 70 percent of
cervical cancer. Many doctors
strongly urge patients to
receive the vaccination, which
is given in a set of three shots
before the woman becomes
sexually nctivc, Lyle said.
The vaccination cannot fully
protect women against the
other 30 percent, and each
woman should still get a pap
sml'.ar regularly w reduce the
risk of undiagnosed cervical
Kight/The News , cancer.
Lyle, who is partly responsiChef Jeffrey Mitchell prepares a meal durlnQ first week at Murray State worklnQ for Food Services.
ble for the campus-wide program, said HPV is a very serimodate the diverse student bod>··
Winslow include menu cycle rotation,
food quality, production and food pur"The reason I was hired was to assist
ous issue and students, male
Food Services in help building a reperchnses.
and female. should learn more
toire between students and students'
"1 grew up in New York; J grew up in the
about the widespread virus.
needs." Mitchell said. "t"or example, next
business," Mitchell said. "My family mem"In my opinion, the risks
Friday night we are doing a Belize dinner
associated with the Gardasil
bers own nightclubs and restaurants. I
shots are less than the number
for the Belize J'Opulation. We arc assisthave lived and worked in Baltimore, the
ing in cooking their food anti wt>rking
Caribbean, eOtorado aod Texas."
of pcijp1e who have cervical
cancer," Lyle said. "I think that
with them.''
Ashiec Cobb can be reached at
is the biggest thing. Gardasil is
Mitchell's duties as Executive Chef of
ashlee.cobb@murraystate.edu.

for HPV virus
a vaccine that sexually active
women need to consider, but
they need to contact their
health care provider, to make
sure it is appropriate for them
to receive it."
While health professionals
recommend the vaccination,
some students disagree.
Natalie Ingram, freshman
from Huntingburg, Ind, has yet
to receive the Gardasil vaccination and said she doesn't
necessarily think it is a good
idea
"I am not sexually active,
and I am afraid of needles,"
Ingram said. I don't see the
point of putting myself
through torture and still not
being able to guard myself
completely against cervical
cancer. Ifl was sexually active,
it would be a different story."
Ingram said people have
exaggerated the usefulness of
the Gardasil vaccination. She
also said the commercials even
state the vaccine doesn't prevent all cervical cancers nor is
there a great percentage of
women who get cervical cancer.
"In my opinion. if you are
responsible enough [with your
sex life], you shouldn't worry
about getting the shot,"
Ingram said.
Though uncnthused about
the shot. she said she thinks
sexually active girls should
look into the Gardasil vaccination.
"I think everyone should
make a smart and informed
choice about getting the vaccination for yourself because
only you know what is best for
your body," Ingram said.
To find out more about the
Gardasil vaccination contact
Judy Lyle at 809-3809 or visit
cancer.org.
Aslilee Cobb can bl: reached
at ashlee.cobb@
murraystate.edu.

Food Services chef introduces new plans
AshleeCobb
Contributing writer
Starting this week, there is a new chef
on campus, ::md he promises to deliver
the best.
Jeffrey Mitchell, from Colorado
Springs, Colo., was hired by Richard
Fritz, Food Services director, to revamp
the menus and accommodate student
needs.
"We are listening to what was
addressed from the student body last
year:· Mitchell said. "We are definitely
focusing on quality. menu selection and
increasing our display production."
It will take a few weeks, but Mitchell is
looking through recipes for foods to prepare. He promises students will see a
huge change in the types of food offered
and the quality of its preparation.
"We are going to be increasing the
quality of the food. introducing some new
standard fair items, increasing salad production, and paying attention to the vegetarian/vegan and Asian customers,"
Mitche11 said.
Fritz trusts Mitchell's experience will
lead Winslow in the right direction. Pre·
viously, he was head chef for four to five
star resort hotels. He said he also knows
a good deal about food nutrition.
"1 believe that (Mitchell) is of the highest caliber for the job that we have found
after we did a nationwide search," Fritz
said.
Fritz said Mitchell will greatly improve
the quality of the food and greatly accom-
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Racers beat Belmont, go 1-2 on road
Elh:abethJobnson
Staff writer

Freshman Mary Cunningham attacks a ball at practice this season.

Murray State's women's volleyball'
team went 1-2 in the Belmont University Tournament last weekend, defeating
host, Belmont, 3-1, on Friday and dropping matches to both Furman University and Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne, 0·3, on Saturday.
Although the match a~ainst Belmont
started off rough for both teams, Murray
State extended their winning streak to
three matches. .
"As the game went on. we made fewer
errors and started getting more kills,
and that's what helped us win," Head
Coach David Schwepker said.
Murray State's defense was able to
accumulate 71 digs to the Bruins' 64,
with senior Alison Mugler leading the
team with 20. followed by freshman
Kayteah Sauer and senior Heather Norris. each adding 12 digs.
Sophomore Ashley Nenninger was
the only Racer with double-digit kills.
tallying 12. Belmont marked nine more
kills than Murray State, however, the
Lady Racers ended up with a better
overall hitting percentage. and in turn
the 3-1 victory.
"I'm just doing what I can to help the

team," Nenninger said. "We're very
competitive with on the team. We're
pushing each other to get better."
Saturday's 3-0 loss to Furman put an
end to the Racer's 3-match winning
streak. The first two games consisted of
small. alternating leads followed by Furman running away with the wins. furman cut the third game of the match
close. edging out Murray State 32-30.
Mugler led the team once again with
16 digs. Sauer and Norris contributed
another 14 digs each. With 10 kills, Nenninger led the offense. But, the team's
average hitting percentage was low at
.092.
"We're working on our hitters being
patient with their hit selection."
Schwepker said. "We have a bunch of
young hitters ~hat want to swing away,
but they have to learn to be smarter."
The match against IPFW was similar
to that of Furman. losing in three sets.
The Racers continued to struggle with
their hitting as Nenninger led the
offense with only seven kills. The
dcfen~e remained strong as Mugler and
Sauer combined for 30 of the team's 60
digs, allowing the team's to really back
and forth for the lead. But, IPFW was
able to pull away from Murray State for
the victory.

After Mugler's weekend performance,
she lacks 51 kills to earn a spot in the
1,000 Kill Club and 22 digs to ranks No.
6 on Murray State's all-time dig list
Sauer racked up a total of 37 digs at
the Belmont Tournament, giving her a
spot on the Belmont Invitational AllTournament team.
"I just have to get in the zone and
focus on what's going to happen in the
next play," Sauer said. "I have to give it
my all I'll be working really hard this
whole season to improve my perfor·
mance."
Although the Racers are playing
South Florida, Samford and Alabama in
Tuscaloosa. Ala., today and tomorrow,
the team is getting ready for Tuesday's
match at UT-Martin.
"We're preparing for OVC play,"
Schwepker said. "We're making necessary changes to our hitters because our
bitting percentage is too low to win
matches. We're trying to raise that."
Schwepker is also looking forward to
Murray State's first home match at 7
p.m. Sept. 26 at Racer Arena, where the
Racers are scheduled to battle with
Eastern Kentucky University to kick-off
their 3-match homestead.
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at
elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line
>'>Volleyball
~rimson Tide Invitational ®

\he University of Alabama
Friday
11 a.m. vs. South Florida
4:30 p.m. vs. Samford University
Saturday
1p1m. vs. University of Alabama

>>Football

>>Soccer

>>Cross Country

Murray State Parent's
Weekend ®Stewart Stadium

Belmont Showcase I
Cutchin Field

Missouri Cross Country ChlllenQe
I the University of Missouri

Saturday
6 p.m. vs. University of Alabama

Friday
1p.m. vs. Western Kentucky

Saturday
10 a.m. Colleoe/Open Men (8k)
10:40 a.m. ColleQe/Open Women (Sk)

University

Sunday
12 p.m. vs LouisianctMonroe
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Tim's
2-Minute
•

Week two is in the books and three is
coming. East Carolina shocked yet am,ther
top 2$ team in former No.8 West Virginia.
It was a route that the voters took note of
in the recent poll when the Pirate~ broke
the top 15 for the first time in 17 years. The
Pirates face Tulane
this week - could
there be a let down?
Ole Miss had one
in the bag for Houston Nun until Riley
Skinner drove his
team 56 yards in
less than a minute
and the Wake For·
MacAllister
est kicker calmly
Assistant
came out and
Sports Editor
nailed a 42-yard
field goal with time expiring. It seems
whatever happened to be in that bag made
a surprise exit.
As exciting as last week was this week
promises to be even more exciting. With
No. 5 Ohio State coming to the LA Coliseum to face No. I USC in a game people
have been circling on their calendars since
the end of last season.
Here are some things to think about
before you watch the game this Saturday.
Ohio State struggled immensely last week
with the University of Ohio which is
nowhere near the caliber of USC. USC
spanked Virginia in the first game of the
season and had a bye week coming into
this week. Then you have to start breaking
down the matchups.
At quarterback for Ohio State you have
Todd Boeckman who has played well this
year as the veteran quarterback while true
freshman and last year's No. 1 recruit in
the nation Terrell Pryor is getting action
as a big play explosive quarterback. On the
other side you have Mark Sanchez. In the
preseason he had a dislocated kneecap, but
he looked just tine against Virginia throwing for more yards and touchdowns than
Boeckman and Pryor combined in two
games. Sanchez put up 338 yards and three
touchdowns in one game as opposed to
297 yards and two touchdowns for Boeckman in games against Youngstown State
and Ohio.
As you go down the roster you look at
things like the offensive line in which Ohio
State has returned aU ana USC returned
one. These things may be factors in Saturday's game.
While the Ohio State, USC game is the
most talked about game this week there
are several matchups the 2 Minute Drill is
drooling about. No. 13 Kansas travels to
No. 19 South Florida - neither team has
played anyqnc this year but South Florida
did have trouble with a Central Florida
team that is not on the same level with
Kansas.
The other matchup that features No. 10
Wisconsin and No. 21 Fresno St. is coming
off of a win over Rutgers 24-7 and had a
bye week to get ready for the Badgers. The
Badgers beat Akron and Marshall in nothing resembling a nail biter. The Badgers
will have to deal with running back Ryan
Matthews who had 163 yards and three
touchdowns against Rutgers. The Bulldogs
will have to deal with a similar back in P.J.
Hill for the Badgers, who totals 267 yards
and four touchdowns on the season.
With the big games covered this week
we go to the Mac Awards. The first Mac
Award of the week is my team of the week.
This goes to East Carolina, the Pirates
shock another top 25 team and move into
the top 25 after being on nobodies radar at
the beginning of the season.
The conference Mac Award goes to the
Big 12 who after just two weeks are 22-2.
The conference also hails to five teams
ranked in the top 25.
The Mac Award for consistency goes to
Florida International. FlU has extended its
road losing streak to l7 games dating all
the way back to the 2005 season.
The final Mac Award is the "Now that is
a dumb rule" award. It is being awarded to
the referees of the Washington and BYU
game. Washington quarterback Jake Locker was penalized for tossing the ball in the
air after scoring a possible game tying
touchdown.
The Huskies were penalized 15 yards
and the ensuing extra point from 35 yards
was blocked and the Cougars won the
game.

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallistcr@murraystate.edu.
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Racer quarterback Nico Yantko scrambles out of the pocket and throws to Zach Knight in the first quarter of Saturday's game against the Indiana Hoosiers.

,.

Hoosiers outmatch RacerS
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
The Racers fell to 1-l on the.· season Saturday
with a loss to Indiana. The Hoosiers posted 45
points while allowing Murray State 3.
The me.n played in front of a crowd of 30,123 at
Indiana's Memorial Stadium, 23,738 more than
Roy Stewart Stadium held against Lambuth. Murray State was paid $250,000 by Indiana to play
the game::.
The Racers were able to contain Hoo~ier quar·
terback Kellen Lewis, holding him to no touch·
downs. But, Indiana's Marcus Thigpen averaged
14.3 yards per carry, scoring two touchdowns.
The Hoosiers boasted a running back-by-committee performance that over-powered the Racer
defense. The Indiana backfield had six different
backs combine for 254 yards on the ground.
"The spread offense bn't about a single kid,"
Head Coach Matt Griffin said on the "Hey
Coach" radio show Monday night. "It's about
four or five kids. (Thigpen) has next level speed.
We knew he was fast, but not that fast."
The Racer offense, lead by junior back-up
quarterback Nico Yantko only produced three
points, coming in the first quarter.
Those points came off the foot of freshman

kicker Kienan Cullen. Cullen also provided a
spark in the ftrst quarter when he faked a punt
and passed to freshman Aaron Kinsey to pick up
the first down.
"(Cullen)'s a true freshman," Griffin said. "He
was really nervous during the pre-game. He preformed when the lights came on. he did a nice
job."
Yantko, who went 16 for 24 with an interception, came out of the game after he injured his
knee in the third quarter.
Third-string sophomore quarterback Chris
Franklin came into the game and went 2 for 3 in
the fourth quarter. Griffin reported that Yantko is
day to day. IfYantko can't go, Franklin would get
the start with wide receivers Marcus Harris and
Daniel Ard as his back ups.
As far as l)ther injuries, Griflin said junior
wide-out Derrick Townsel will likely b~: available
next week against Western Kentucky University.
This week, however, the Racers turn their
attention to Illinois State.
Murray State will welcome thdr former coach,
Denver Johnson, who is in his ninth sel\son as
coach for the Redbirds.
Johnson coached the Racers for three seasons
starting in 1997 and posted 7-4 records every
year. Since Johnson's departure the Racers and

Redbirds have met on the gridiron five times. •
The year Johnson bolted for Illinois State, the
Racers repaid the favor buy handing his Rt•dhirc!s
a 32·17 loss at Stewart Stadium. Griffin however
is focused on the here and now.
"They're a good team," Griffin said. NWe'fe
excited to play them. The~· play sound. Their
scheme is simple, run the football with the twoback set. Their second option is play action pa~s.
Their quarterback is a ftfth-year senior, he's' a
good kid with a lot of experience."
The Redbirds, who are part of the newly
named Missouri Valley Football Conference (formerly Gateway Conference), bring in a 0-1 record
into Murray, losing 35-10 to Marshall.
Illinois State was picked to finish eighth in the
MVFC according to the MVFC preseason poll.
The Redbirds had one played named to the All·
MVFC preseason team, senior defensive bacf
1
•
Tom Nelson.
During Johnson's stint at Murray Stall', tli~
Racers wore a helmet J~·sign affectionately
known as the "Denver Helmet" named for Joh{l;
son and it uncanny resemblance of the Denv~
Broncos helmet. Kick-off is 6 p.m. Saturday a1
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Gl'

Kyle
Rogers
can
he
kylc.rogcrs@murraystate.cdu.
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;Hoskins competes in 2008

pic Game$

Wlll Pinkston

nations for the two-week Paralympic games,
which started Sept. 6 and close Sept. 17.
Hoskins and the team faced Germany Sept. 8,
Murray State graduate student Emily Hoskins
in the opening game of preliminary pool play and
and the 2008 U.S. Women's wheelchair basketjust narrowly pulled out a 42-38 win.
ball team look to repeat their 2004 Paralympic
After being down 12 points in the first quarter
gold medal perfornwnl:e at the 2008 Paralympic
and losing by three at the half, T<•am USA found
Games, hosted in Beijing.
its rhythm and squeaked out thl' win in thl~
Hoskins. a native of Mascoutah. Ill., was born
remaining two quarters by utilizing its strong
with neurobla~toma, a cancerous tumor that
defense.
uwe knew we just had to keep
affected the sympathetic nervous system. which caused
chipping away and chipping
"I remember thinking that I away at them," U-~· co-captain
total paralysis from her waist
could've been playing all those Patty Cisneros told journalist
down.
Hoskins
underwent
Katz.
years before. Basketball is my Susan
chemotherapy and surgery
Hoskins played 10 minutes
until the age of 7, when she
during the game and attempted
true love."
was pronounced cancer free.
two field goals, making one, and
-Emily Hoskins
It wasn't until Hoskins was
getting a total of two points on
14 that she picked up wheel· graduate student from Mascoutah, Ill. the night.
chair basketball by playing on
Christina Ripp led the team
a local regional team, the
with 32 minutes and eight secRolling Rams. out of St. Louis, Mo. Hoskins said
onds of on-court time and posted the team high
it was love at first play.
of 11 points for the night.
"I remember thinking that I could've been
With the win over Germany. the women's basplaying all those years before;• Hoskins said.
ketball team went on to defeat Australia 61-42
"Basketball is my true Jove."
during the second night of preliminary pool play
Hoskins was then :ll'Ceptcd at the University of
Sept. 9.
illinois at Urbana-Champaign where she was a
With only two lead changes during the openpart of the university's wheelchair basketball
ing minutes of the first quarter, 'l'l•am USA took
team for four consecutive national champithe lead, running up a 19 point lead at nne point
onships.
and a 9-0 scoring run against Australia.
In addition to earning her bachelor's degree
Team USA's starters Patty Cisneros, Loraine
from the University of Illinois in psychology,
Gonzales. Stephanie Wheeler, Jennifer Ruddell
Hoskins also qualified for the 2004 U.S. Women's
and Hoskins scored 39 of the team's 61 points,
Wheelchair Basketball l'aralympic team, and
with Ruddell leading the team with 18 points and
brought home a gold medal from Athens.
30 minutes of game-play.
Now at Murray State, Hoskins is working on
Hoskins played 20 minutes, had one point off
her master's degree and playing in several differof a free throw attempt and one defensive
ent national and international tournaments.
rebound for the night.
Now. only two weeks after the closing cereThe team kept up the momentum after beating
monies of the 2008 Summer Olympic Games,
Germany and Australia by defeating Great
Beijing National Stadium is again flooded with
Britain 56-31 Wednesday night.
more than 9,000 athletes from 148 different
The women's team will face Brazil in its final
Staff writer

Photo courtesy oi usO< pr<~sho)(,org

Hoskins hopes to help the US take gold In this year's ••
Wheelchair Basketball games at the Paralymplcs.
preliminary game.
If the women's team keeps on track for the
gold. the wheelchair baskethall finals will be held
on Sept. IS.

Will Pinkston can be reached
wi/liam.pinkston@murrayst.1tt:.cdu.
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U.S. fishing
benefits from
Japanese
techniques

Wolfe
~at season opener
I Alison Mugler

I think we have a great 'hancc to uu really

• Sports Editor

hig things this year."
Rcdshirt Freshman Hunter Ford also
finished in the top 10 of the event, finish ing sixth with rounds of 75·7(>-69 for an
overall score of 220.
Newcomb also competed well, rounding
out the to.p ten of the tournament, with
scores of 73-77-72 for a total of 222.
Although the Racers competed well, Newcomb said he did not feel the team performed up to its potential.
"We finished second and only lost to the
host team, but I think we were disappointed," Newcomb said. "We didn't have our
best tournament last weekend. If we
would've played to our ability, I think we
could've taken the whole thing. We got
ourselves in a hole in the beginning and
couldn't dig ourselves all the way out."
Chris Griffin and Cameron Cnrrico also
competed in the tournament, finishing No.
16 and 24 consecutively with overall
scores of 226 and 230.
Hunt said he attributes Sunday's performance to the team's ltigh number of talented golfers. He s:Jid best thing about his
team is that he has seven athletes battling
each week for five spots :11 each tournament, t,riving the team very challenging
inter-squad competition.
The Racers will head to Sunset Beach,
N.C., Sept. 19-21 for their next tournament.
They will compete in the Sea Trail Intercollegiate, against an unfamiliar field of
East-coast teams.
"We played there last year and finished
second, so I have confidence going in,"
Hunt said. "What I like about this tournament is that we are competing against a Jot
of teams we don't sec a lot of. You get used
to going to the same tournaments and
playing the same conference teams, <:ach
year, so this gives us a chance to play
against some guys we never sec."
Alison Mugler can be reached at ali.o;on.
mug/cr@murraystate.cdu.

I

The Murray State men's golf teum
kicked-off its season Sunday at thl· Manor
Intercollegiate in Farmville V~1.. The Rac'ers competed against a strong field, earning a second-place overall finish, marking
1 ttie team's twelfth straight top-live finish .
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he was not
;surprised with the team's results, as many
9f the men competed in a number of tournaments throughout the summer.
"I think our finish is an indication of the
strength of our team," Hunt said. "At this
level. everyone needs to be competing all
year round to have a good season. I know
we're not going to win every tournament,
but my goal is to finish in the top three
every week, which will abo put us in a
.spot win the whole thing."
Junior Nick Newcomb was one of 156
golfers who qualified in Evansville, Ind.,
for the Public Links Tournament which
took place in Denver, Colo.
Sophomore Cameron Carrico also had a
very busy summer, as he competed in the
Kentucky Open Tournament. He finished
fourth out of a field of competition consisting of the top professional and amateur
golfers in Kentucky.
, Sophomore Jared Wolfe also competed
in · the Musselman Dunne To\lr in
.,x;ouisville, Ky., and finished in the No. 1
spot. Wolfe's work over the summer
proved to be effective as he headed into
the tournament as the No, 1 golfer for the
Racers. He finished highest for the team
and shot scores of 67-75-72 for an total
score of 215 and a No. .2 overall finish.
Wolfe set a tournamcnr n.-cord with his
score of 67 on Monday, and said he was
happy with both his teams and pcrsonnl
performance.
"I think it's a gre11t way to start the
year," Wolfe said. "It's a good sign for the
rest of the season and for the team as well.

Freshman mldfielder Katie
Wilson takes control of
the ball against Southern
Illinois University
EdwardsVIlle during the
Racers Sunday's match-up
against the Cougars. The
Racers lost to the
Cougars. but defeated
the University of North
Carolina-Asheville with a
~-.o shutout durino Friaay's match-up.

,.

The Japanese culture encourages its
people to pay meticulous attention to
detail. Anglers and lure manufacturers in
Japan do not overlook the excruciating
details of their craft. They cannot afford
to. The Limited amount of fishing water
cannot support the
population
of
anglers. so Japanese
techniques
must
constantly evolve to
continue catching
the pressured ftsh.
Here
in
the
States, we are the
Steve
beneficiaries
of
Miller
their studious and
creative approach to Outdoor columnist
fishing, and the
lures and techniques are slowly starting to
make their way into American waters. So
much so, that tackle shops and "c·tailcrs"
have started filling their walls with thl•
hard-to-find premium quality fishing tackle. Angler's International Resources of
Palatine Ill., notes a lnrge and growing
percentage of its inventory originates in
Japan, and more and more of their customers are becoming aware of these
Japanese products.
Other manufacturers around the world
' are taking cues from the Japan fiShing
industry to design their lures. Jackall
Lures, founded by Seiji Kato, starting selling lures in Japan in 1999.
In 1993,he worked as a lure designer for
a then up-and-coming company called
Lucky Craft, the most prolific manufacturer of Japanese lures sold in America
today. Kato designed many of Lucky
Photo Courtesy of Red Rm kl't Pr<lduttion~ & Photography
Craft's most popular lures. In 2007, Jackall
Junior Jared Wolfe takes a shot at the Manor Intercollegiate on
introduced its Japanese line of lures to
North America.
Monday. Wolfe was the top finisher for the Racers. with a No. 2
River2Sea lures are also utilizing Japan
overall finish.
style construction. Bob Trice, River2Sca's
sales manager. claims the realism displayed by Japanese lures is what inspired
the company's design.
"The trend has gone to more natural
finishes and is moving away from the glittery and bright color paint jobs we have
seen in the past," Trice said.
Because the bass are unusually wary in
Japan, finesse techniques are a staple in
most anglers' arsenals. Light line, natural
•
lures and sleek hardware are less likely to
rouse the suspicion of a fish.
The drop-shot technique Japan introduced a few years back has now become a
household name in America, but the most
recent Japanese finesse craze has yet to
capture the attention of Americ:tn
anglers. The lnchi Wacky Rig has taken
Japan by storm since 2004 when it was
used by tournament anglers to cash in at
the scales. The press leaked the "secret"
technique, and it wasn't long before
everyone in Japan found out what was
behind the success of the tournament
anglers. The technique uses a worm that
has a built-in curved design to mnke it
dance when it is rigged on a short-shank
tungsten jig-head. Jackall is the innovator
of the Wacky-Jig Head technique in Japan
and has been instrumental in the design
and development of this product.
Ever since Lucky Craft took a Japanese
approach to innovation, the typical lures
on the shelf got a much-needed makeover.
group. Every game allows us to
tion play expired. The teams went Superior hardware, stunning paint jobs,
learn more about our young
into 10 minutes of overtime, with
weight transfer systems, super-sharp
team. We have to play to see what's
the first team to score claiming the
hooks and an overall think-outside-theworking and what isn't."
wm.
box attitude has resuscitated traditional
Saturday's game against SlU-E
SIU·E standout Kiara Akpore
lures.
was much like that of the previous
scored 9:36 into overtime, after
Crankbaits no longer simply dive and
game.
gathering a midfield pass from
suspend in the water. Using a pin and
There was intense back and forth
teammate Jenny Kates at the top of
tenon system, jointed lures like
play anJ a lot of one-on-one action
the box.
River2Sea's V-Wakc Crank exploit the
as energy flourished on the field
"We live :md learn." Acreman
noisemaking properties of tungsten with
through 100 minutes of play.
said. "It was a good experience to
metal clackers molded into the joint of the
"We didn't attack quite as well as
go into overtime. Unfortunately, lure. It doesn't stop with crankbaits.
we wanted to," Acreman said. "We
we came out on the wrong end. We either. Spinnerbaits, jerkbaits, topwaters
weren't as dangerous as we have
have a young te-am that needed to
and even the old plastic frog have been
been, but the effort was there. We
learn from that."
revamped by Japanese modernization.
just need to take care of the details."
Wilson said this game would help
"I think this is just the beginning. As
lt was a hard-fought defensive
in preparing for future matches.
the technology grows, the industry
game for both teams, each only fir"We've never been in at overtime
grows. Advances in technology arc making 14 shots. Murray State and Sru- • situation," Wilson added. "We now
ing the most realistic lures at a very
E had several opportunities to
know the extra effort it takes after
affordable
price,"
Trice
said.
score, but most of the game time
90 minutes of hard piny."
These are just a few of the lures starting
was spent near the half line as both
The Racer:. will challenge Westto gain popularity in the U.S. There arc
teams rallied.
em Kentucky and Louisiana-Monstill a lot of gems on the Japanese market
"It was a hard fought game of
roe this weekend at the Belmont
waiting to be discovered by American
endurance and intensity," sophoShowcase.
anglers. Keep your finger on the pulse of
more Audrey Wilson said. "We
Murray State's next game at
the tackle industry and gain an edge on
changed our defense to be more
Cutchin Field is against Marshall
your buddies who are unaware or too
organized, but we didn't get a
University at 3 p.m. Sept. 19.
cheap to buy these revolutionary lures.
repe-at shutout as hoped."
Elizabeth Johnson can be reached
Both tenms remained scoreless
at clizabetlla.jollnson@
Steve Miller can
be rc.1chcd at
steven.miller@murraystatc.cdu.
after the full 90 minutes of regulamurraystatc.cdu.

:Soccer splits 1-1 on weekend matches
changed a bit after the first hnlf,"
Acreman said. "It needed to be
adjusted."
With 3:44 gone in the second half,
Wright scored again, touclting in a
baseline pass from sophomore
Katie Wilson and junior Nicole
Evans.
"I thrive to play and it's exciting
to be doing so well," Wright said. "I
always remind myself that I'm getting a chance that not many g1.·t."
Sophomore Kalli McCoy scored
Murray State's last goal of the game
with 27:35 left on the game clock
after taking · a sideline drive cross
from 10 yards out.
Freshman Veronika Pribyslavska
and Wright assisted the goal, as
Murray State pulled out a 3-0 victory against UNC-Asheville. Acreman
said the team went into the game
with the goal of getting a !'hutout in
mind.
"We had a good team performance," Acreman said. "Taking
care of business in the first half
allowed us to get everr play in. We
had some outstanding individual
performances by som1.• personality
players. but we're doing well as a

The women's soccer team hosted
the Hampton Inn Classic last weekend, bringing their record to an
even 3-3 after defeating the Univer: s.ity of North Carolina-Asheville in
3-0 shutout and dropping n heart~:I:Sreaking overtime loss to Southern
•:Illinois University-Edwardsville,

:.:a

0*1.

••;With a total of33 fouls called, two
;:Yellow cards issued and several
\~inor injuries, Friday's game was
:..one of endless body contact, tack)~s. double teaming and manipulative movement of the ball.
At 16:49, senior Rebekah Clay
passed the ball right of the box
before Rachel Wright, a rookie for
the Racers, chased it down from 20
yards out for the goal. With this
g~al, Murray State led UNCAsheville 1-0 at the half.
After the first 45 minutes of play,
Head Coach Beth Acreman knew
that the game undoubtedly weighed
on the defensive strategies of both
teams.
"Our
defensive
formation

Now open for
Monday Night
Football!
wing • pizza • beer •specials
Mon. Sp.m.-Midn.ight • Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-8p.m.
410 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
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Rev. Dr. Chad Foster
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#13 Kansas at #19' South Florida
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WANTED·~
~
DOGS WITH

Serendipity On The Square

: :

-Designer replica
sunglasses and handbag
•
-Sterling silver jewelry
-Seasonal decor
-In house monograming
-Many quilted items
available
109 South 4th Street
Murray KY 42025 (purses, duffle bags,
270-761-BAGS
wallets, etc.)

'

ARTHRITIS

GRADUATE THESIS STUDYING NEW SUPPLEMENT
NEEDS 40+LBS. DOGS WITH MODERATE ARTHRITIS
FOR 6 MONTH TRIAL
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
MORGAN BARNES
314-550-8463
MORGANNBARNES@GMAIL.COM

~ \~.

I

1 ~ :1
.......................................

1008 Chestnut St.
Murray. KY 42071
Showtlmes on lhe lntemer

_AI.,DVIES TO &D J
RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

movlasinmurrav.com

ANY 1WO ROOALS

24-Hour Information Une

MONDAY - mURSDAY

EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE

· MSU STUDENTS

:·,. :..na..ISUD
-.nt-.J...
llll--a.lrll.

·-·..-J

Special Room for Rent!
$250 per month includes:
- all utilities
-ca ble
- high speed inte rnet
- unlimited long distance phone
- 24/7 l<itchen, washer & dryer
- computer/sun room
- private bacl< decl<

FOR$4

270-753-3314

~

CRISPY TACOS

H,.! r:·~l

~~.J.i!/..'!)..~~~,

1
.,.••ii"'Fi"A'''i;·n ·ili·s'!
.................................

·:

6~

(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)

For more information call:

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 270.753-8084

GAS -BlJ

TER1t:.,

SCOOTERS
200 Poplar St.

270-836-7398

270-753-9477 or 270-293-0042

Monday 1\Jight: Football
Enter for a
chance to win a
Toyota pick-up
truck during the
game.
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Sb
Freshman fOJWard
Rachel Wright moves
up a spot In our Hot
Shots this week to the
No. t spot after bel09
named the co-offensive
OVC player of the week
last week and returning
to the spotlloht by win·
nlllCJ the honor outrloht
this week. Wrtoht had
two ooals and one
assist In the oame
19alnst University of
North carolina·
Asheville.

Each week, The News will pick some of the top plays In Racer athletics. To submit a play for consideration In Hot Shots. contact
Alison Mugler at allson.muglertmurraystate.edu.

....,..•._IMJ

Jared Wolfe finished second for
the Racer men's golf team last
weekend at the Manor Resort
Intercollegiate event Wolf fin·
ished with a one under 215.
Wolfe's five under 67 on Monday,
a tournament record. Wolfe
helped the Racers place second
as a team as well. The Racers
were just 11 shots back of the
host LOilCJWOOd University. The
Racers next tournament Is the
Sea Trail Golf Resort Intercollegiate tournament. In last years'
Invitational. the Racers took $ec"
ond In the men's team and fourth
In the women's team events.

Photo cuu r1Psy ni gorilt"t.'l~.< om

R1ck Burres/Thc New~

freshman defensive
player Kayleah Sauer
Is this week's Pepsi
Athlete of the week
on top of the All
Tournament team at
the Belmont lnvlta·
tional. Sauer had 36
digs durlng the tour·
nament and two serv·
lng aces.
Photos t·ourtc:>'Y ol gor,1< Pl~ . rmn
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Student ~airs

NaaMIIIMI
. , wltll CODHD.

Organizational Meeting of the Student Law Associatio
Mississippi Room, Curris Center
T~uesday,

Sept. 16

c

3:30 - 5 p.m.

.

..
•
....
•

1f you are considering Law School, the Deans of Admission from University of Kentucky,
University of Louisville, Salmon Chase (Northern Kentucky University), University of Memphis,
Southern Illinois University, Ohio Northern University, and others will present information concerning
the application process and admissions' criteria for their respective law schools on .. . . ·
1

Nov. 10, 3:30-5 p.m., Mississippi Room, Curris Center

All interested students are invited!

Sponsored by the M$U Student Law Association

•
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The festival will feature live SCottish oames demonstrated both by professional athletes and any audience members who wish to participate.

Highland Festival showcases Scottish heritage
Sarah Hart Landolt

in Central I?ark. Nance said professional Scottish athletes wlll
demonstrate the games for the
If you Jove the sound ofbagpipes
audience and afterward anyone can
or you need an excuse to wear the
compete.
kilt in the back of your closet, the
In addition to the games on SatWest Kentucky Highland Festival
urday, the festival will have clan
tents, Scottish entertainers and
is calling your name.
From today until Sunday, the city
dancers, vendors, p iping bands,
of Murray will host the West Kenhlghland cattle and Wee Baren
tucky Highland Festival.
The
games for kids. There are also multhree-day event moved to Murray
tiple booths set up including a
genealogy tent.
from Paducah three years ago.
According to Jim Nance, member
For students whose closest conof the Board of Director for the fesnection to Scottish culture is a love
tival. about 1,000 people came to
for "Braveheart," the genealogy
the games last year.
booth might reveal a link in herAt 6:30p.m. today, the first event
itage. Just last year at the booth,
"Ceilidh" will be held at Murray
Nance said his wife discovered she
Country Club. Nance said the best
descended from two Scottish clans.
"A lot of students around here
description for the word is "a big
have Scottish heritage and don't
Scottish party." A buffet is provided and the cost is $15.~11------~--- know about it," Nance said.
Saturday kicks off with various
There is also a section of booths
Highland games on the baseball
for children and for the second
year, the Organization of Murray
field including the hammer, the
sheaf toss and the caber. The secArt Students volunteered to paint
ond event is from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
faces.
Contributing writer

-

Alp~a
.

Casey Bradley, an OMAS member and junior from Ft. Thomas.
Ky., painted Scottish flags on children's faces last year and will again
this year.
"My favorite part of the fest ival
was the guys walking around in
kilts playing music," Bradley said.
This year the Dorians. a Celtic
band, and the group Men of Thunda, who play bagpipe melodies with
tribal drumbeats will perform dur·
ing the games. But, Nance said the
star of the festival this year is Isla
St. Clair from Edinburgh, Scotland,
who won four gold awards for her
PBS film "When the Pipers Play."
"She is a celebrity in Scotland,"
Nance said.
She will do a historical presenta·
tion of her country on Saturday and
will later perform in a concert at 8
p.m; in Wrather Museullll The cost
is $20 at the door, but $15 for those
who saved their ticket from the
games.
Dwight Holliday, assistant professor in the College of Education,

became involved in the festival four
years ago and encourages his students to volunteer for a cultural
credit. Although the students are
sometimes reluctant to volunteer,
Holliday said they are usually
grateful afterwards.
"Then they (go) have a great
time, eat Scottish food, hear Scottish music, learn Celtic customs
from the Scots to the Irish," Holliday said. "This allows them to learn
about things that they haven't had
an opportunity to do so."
This year he has about 20 students to help with the games, which
is exactly what the Festival needs,
Nance said.
"We'd really like more people to
volunteer locally," Nance said
The finale of the weekend is at St.
John's Episcopal Church where the
Scottish clans will receive a blessing.
For more information visit wkyhighlandfestival.com/events.html.
Sarah Landolt can be reached at
sarah.landolt@murraystate.edu.

I

f'll admit to my
writing being bigger
and bolder for some
people on this campus to actually handle. As a B.A. journalist, I'm sticking by my
words and throwing
"Miss Nice-Girl" out
the window.
Everyone else
Whitney
should
follow this
Harrod
mantra as well.
This week, I want to advocate guys .and
girls sticking up to what they may believe
whole-heartedly in, no matter how many
swarms of bees they wake up. I'm tired of
seeing both guys and gals seep into the
crease of formed conventions just because
everyone and their third cousin is doirig it.
I'm not swayed by the fear of repercussions from the greater masses of whoever
Mthey" may be.
Let me share some examples.
Whether a person chooses not to date
someone because he or she is not
"approved" by his or her friend:;, or
whether a person bashes the beliefs of
another individual for representing a
minority of opinion, the key is to stand
strong like Jennifer Aniston did during
her breakup from Brad Pitt.
Recall the time in second grade when a
punk picked on the little girl in the l>ack
row who only played with her 'I Love
Lucy' doll collection, or the time when the
Little boy choose to be different by playing
the clarinet after school instead of playing
dodgeball with the "cool" kids. Well, these
kids took charge and did what their independence called them to do. They weren't
frightened to participate in what some
would consider the dreaded minority.
If a guy or gal truly desires to venture
down the narrow road of indifference,
take the B.A. approach because our culture is no longer in the times of tl}i.ogs
such as arranged marriages or foot-binding. Fortunately, we're living in a tim~ of
human rights that reaches through and far
beyond campus. We can eat whatever we
want at Winslow and join as many and as
few campus organizations as we wish. Be
the bigger pe rson no matter how uiffi,cult
the task may be. I'm not afraid of breeding
controversy. Now, that's being B.A.!
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.

Delta Pt welcoVLttes 30 New Alp~as

Leah Abell
Lauren Bailey
Amanda Booth
Kelsey BoUille
Devon Buckhalter
Ashley Callis
Sarah Chard
Liz Chester
Ashlee Cobb
Brittany Conder
Brittany Cmmingham
Sarah Cushing

Katie Farmer
Meredith Gardner
Shelby Goodlad
Sarah Heine
Lauren Hobbs
Kaylajordan

Kyra Leitner
Jessica Minyard
Katie Mynear
Alicia Pike
Rachel Prusa
Laci Roberts
Tiffany Robinson
Aimee Scherer
.Amanda Shaw
Taylor Spears
Allison Theobald
Kylee Tippett

eLcoVtA-e H-oVtA-e!
First. Finest. Forever.
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Satirist presents media hoaxes, socio-political performance
and actors o r co-conspirators.
Once the media gets a hold of his
outrageous story, be will spoon-feed
it to them, watching where it goes
and what it does. This, he described,
is the "line" of his plot.
When the time in the story is right,
he said, he will reveal the truth of his
prank. Skaggs said the media
response is predictable; the media
may attack him, trivialize the hoax or
the story may not be covered. The
end of his prank is the "sinker."
· Skaggs started performing pranks
on the media 42 years ago, and
though he does not have a particular
favorite hoax, he said he gets satisfaction from successfully duping the
world press. At the same time, he
expressed disappointment that people are not smarter.
"(People are) so willing to suspend
critical analysis for wishful thinking," he said.
In his workshops and presentations on campus, Skaggs said he
plans d iscussing the power, politics
of and influences on the media, particularly the misuse of power and
propaganda through lectures and
performances.
To journalism students, he said to
always ask another question and
never suspend critical analysis for a
good story. He recommended taking
courses in ethics and always suspending bias and opinions to avoid
journalistic errors.
To artists and performers, he recommended learning to access the
media and use it to get important
messages to viewers about racism.
se..mm and the status quo in a way
that interests and excites.
Bob Lochte, chair and professor in
the journalism and mass communications department, agrees.
Skaggs points out an important
aspect of news media for journalism
and pu blic relations students - with
deadlines and competition, it is

Melame Antonitis
Contributing writer
The Fat Squad, The Celebrity
Sperm Bank, T he Cockroach Vitamin Cure and The Cathouse for
Dogs; These media hoaxes have
made prankster Joey Skaggs famous
or, perhaps, infamous.
· Skaggs, a socio-political satirist
and multimedia artist originally
from New York. is dedicated to p ro·
moting responsibility in the media
and self-sufficiency of media consumers, according to his Web site
joeyskaggs.com. He is conducting
workshops and presentations on
Murray State's campus Sept. 18 and
19.

Skaggs' hoaxing of the media was
an evolutionary process. He started
exhibiting artwork in galleries in the
1960s to express his disturbance on
the Yietnam War.
When galleries proved too stifling,
be started performing. His early topics usually centered on the media,
particularly his disapproval of the
media molding public opinion to suit
its own purposes.
"I decided to use the media like a
canvas," Skaggs said of his early performances.
Skaggs is, first and foremost, a
satirist. Known for having many
impersonators, he said his purpose is
to point out the injustices of the
media and its inherent problems
when it jumps on stories which are
sensational. He said citizens are lied
to by governments, advertisers and
corporations, and his work as a commentator is to reveal the gullibility
of the consumer.
He executes hoaxes similarly to
performing a play. Skaggs said he
uses elaborate performances with
viable, plausible story lines. To
"hook" the media, he may create a
brochure, press release or commercial and completes it with costumes

Photos courtesy of Joey Skagg.~

Joey Skaoos, a socio-political satirist and multimedia artist, wll be conducting workships and presentations at Murray State next week.
tempting not to check facts, Lochte
said. The concept of creating and
maintaining a good public image
involves med ia manipulations both
positive and negative, and he said he
hopes Murray State students can
learn from Skaggs' experience.
Lochte said he also hopes students
learn bow to recognize what Skaggs
does, why and how it works. News
stories created by pranksters are
rarely about something terribly
important, he said. Skaggs and his
co-conspirators are purposely the
only immediate sources for his <;ensational stories.
"(Skaggs) is not talking about

nuclear war, about AIDS, about Hurricane Ike," Lochte said, "He's skillful enoughto make that oddball stuff
plausible."
Accord ing to Lochte, he and others chose Skaggs to present a level of
critical thinking of how the media
works from his perspective. Lochte
said he believes at some point, a sensationalist story may not come as a
hoax; those searching for free publicity and the threat of potential lawsuits for libel and invasion of privacy
influence the media.
Lochte warned the media to carefully evaluate and check the facts of
news releases in the course of the

several coming weeks.
Skaggs' presentation, "Media: Politics, Power and Persuasion," will
start at 6 p.m. Sept. IS at the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. and be immediately followed by a preview of the
Think Tank Art Exhibit. The presentation and preview are open to
the public.
Skaggs'
workshop,
"Social
Activism through Media Manipulation" is Sept. IS and 19 for students in
Mass Communications classes.
Melanie Antonitis can be reached
at melanie.antonitis@
murraystate.edu.
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Need to sell your
car?
Having a yard
sale?
Have a pet that
. needs to g_o to a
g~o~ ho!!l!f_
Trying to rent an
apartment?_
Looking
for
a
roommate?
Have
a
job
opening?
Place Y.OUr classified aij with the
Murray State News
and reach all of
Murray State either
in t:riday's paper or
online
at
thenews.org
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.

Ads may be submitted in
Wi lson Hall room 111 ,
mailed to Classifieds, do
The Murray State News,
2609 University Station,
.Murray, KY 42071
or e-mailed to
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Visit

Plar more Sudan and Win Jrlzes at·

PRIZESUDOKU.co~

~henews®murraystate.edu

For more information
call 809-4478.

Tre Sudoku Source ot "The Murrdy Sta~e News-

Monday to find the solutions
to these Sudoku puzzles.
11a.m.- 10 p.m.
7 Days a week
501 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

270-767-1627
314 Main St.
Hazel, KY 42049

270-492-6392

We ca!" take reservations for groups
up to 50 people.

In the fall of 1976 Sunset Boulevard opened to be the best .R('(:ord Store In West Ky.
Within a year we added car stereos to our mix with the same golll. 31 years later the
goal is the same .•. This IB what we do and we take great pride in doing it well

• New & Used CD's
• Quick Special Orders
• Quality Car Audio & Video
• iPod Intergration

Menu:

• Satelitoo Radio
• Navigation Systems
• Remote Starters & Sercuity Systems
• Best Installation In West Ky!

A
A

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St. (Next door to Wendy's)
Murray, KY 42071, 270-753-0113
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Park presents 9th annual ice cream festival
Cody Arant

What's your favorite
ice cream?

Staff writer
No need to wait for the ice cream
truck to come down the street today.
The lee Cream Festival is today
from 6 to 9 p.m. and all day Saturday at
Chestnut Park.
• Matthew Martin, director of parks
'and recreation .for Murray-Galloway
(ounty. said the ice cream is free and
the only cost one may encounter will
bl' at vendors' booths or to get onto the
inflatable devices.
"You can buy nn 'all-you-canbounce' armband for the inflatablcs.
That's $10 and good for both nights,"
Martin said.
Friday night is a "teaser," Martin
said. and Saturday is the main event.
The event will include a kiddie train,
inOatnbles and a pass and throw radar
game. Lost and Loved Animal Rescue
will have a booth where it will
microchip pets, as well as offer a few
animals for adoption. There is also a
booth available for eligible students to
register to vote.
Attendees may show off their cars in
an open car show from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
From l to 4 p.m. the Craig Russell Band
will be putting on a show.
Throughout the day visitors may see
Tango the Clown or the Stormtroopers
nf the Paducah Imperials. One stand
will feature a workshop for building
stuffed animals and the 4H horse club
will be offering pony rides.
Playhouse in the Park is sponsoring
a homemade ice cream contest. Students can bring their entries at noon.
Judging starts at 2 p.m. and prizes are
g iven at 2:30 p.!tL Visitors can even
rccciw free Purity Icc Cream from 1 to
5 p.m. on Saturday.
Lauren Williams, junior from
louisville, Ky., has attended previous
lee Cream Festivals and said she loves
getting the free treat.
"I think I'm too grown for pony
rides, but not free icc cream," Williams
said.

"Anything Ben and Jerry'sHalf-Baked
is my favorite. One time at Baskin-Robbins
I had all 35 or 36 flavors."
Sam Trevathan
senior from Murray

"My favorite flavor isvanilla.
I go to Ted Drewes in St. Louis and
I love getting Reese's Peanut Butter Cup."
Michelle Crockwell
senior from Chesterfield, Mo.

Elaine Knight/The News

lora Jean Gowan. campus minister at the Wesley Foundation, and Heather Ashworth, senior
from Murray celebrate ice cream by eatinQ the cold treats at Dairy Queen.
Adam Cummings, sophomore from
Louisville, Ky., said he loves icc cream.
He once ate a half-gallon of chocolate
fudge swirl on his own.
Cummings said though he is on-c:tll
Saturday, he'll try to makl' il out.
Either way, he's going to tell his residents about free ice cream.
"lee cream is the glue that holds college students toget er " said Cummings. "Those nights you get down
and out and stressed out, ice cream
helps you."
Cody Arant can bl! rea,·hed at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

Fun Ice cream facts:
(courtesy of lcecream.com)
·It takes 121bs. of milk to make just
one gallon of Ice cream.
·The averaoe American eats 48 pints
of ice cream ayear.
·It takes about 50 licks to polish off a
lillltt ~ itfiMit Qlf\1(_~

·The blQCJest Ice cream sundit,
welohtno more than 24 tons. was
made In Alberta, canada 1n 1988.

"Chocolate dlip cookie dough
because I ettjoy it with my birthday cake,
and my favorite place to go is Baskin Robins."
MelanieGrimes
senior from Frankfort, Ky.

"Any kind of vanilla ice cream that has
chocolate Oreo cookies init. An icecream
experience of mine was the time I wasat arestaurant and
tile ice Cf91111118dtitte liS labeled
vanilla but it came out green - It wasrotten."
Ryan Wilkerson
senior from Fort Branch, Ind.

Mr. MSU competitors take the stage for annual pageant
Laura Cash
Contributing writer
For the past 27 years, MurState has celebrated the
prettiest men on campus.
'l"his Friday night, the cclebratiun continues with the 28th
annual Mr. MSU Pageant.
The pageant is hosted by
the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority to raise money for the
Arthritis Foundation and
Juvenile Arthritis Foundation.
"AOPi has donated over $1
million to the Arthritis Foun-

rar

dation," Robyn Ryan, senior
from Murray, director of the
pageant, said.
Like most pageants, Mr.
MSU has a chosen theme for
each year. This year's theme,
Hairspray, will incorporate'
mementos from the 60's in
everything from the background and props to the
music and dance.
About 16 men arc competing in this year's pageant. All
Murray State organizations
are given notice of the
pageant and can nominate

one man from that organization. The men arc scored on
activities. interview, stage
presence, formal wear and
talent.
Ryan said competitors are
escorted by AOPi seniors, and
the competition starts with a
dance in which all men are
paired with AOPi juniors.
Reed Clapp, senior from
Fancy Farm, Ky.. competed in
the pageant his sophomore
year and will represent Sigma
Phi Epsilon this year.
ul hope to have a good time

dancing with classy girls,"
Clapp said.
Jarad Key, senior from Paducah, Ky., said though he was
asked to compete in past
years, this year is different
Key will represent Lambda
Chi ~lpba.
"It seemed more for senior
guys than underclassmen,"
Key said. "I didn't want to
take a senior's place in the
competition."
The Mr. MSU pageant participants will be critiqued by
three judges, including Ken-

nette Jones. an AOPi alumna
and Phillip Duventre, last
year's Mr. MSU.
The judges will rank the
men in overall competition
from fourth place, third place,
runner-up and winner. The
men will also compete for
"Mr. Congeniality."
Karen
McCuisto n,
employed in the center for
school safety in the college of
Education, and Ron Beaton,
senior from Kennett, Mo., are
emcees this year.
The pageant begins at 7

p.m. tonight in Lovett Auditorium. T ickets are available in
advance at the Curris center
for $5, each or at the door for
$7 each. There is also a Best
Legs competition as part of
the pageant. Photos of the
competitors' legs are placed
on individual containers and
observers can vote on the second floor of the Curris center
by putting money into the
competitor's container.
Laura Cash can be reached
at laura.cash@murraystate.

edu.

daily videos at thenews.org

Glow Ball Night Golf Tournament
7 p.m., Sept. 19
Registration forms at The Big Apple Cafe and m 's.

Charity Corn Hole Tournament
o benefit and support our wounded soldiers and our Kentucky National Guard

2 p.m.
Sept. 27

32 Team Limit.
$20 entry fee.
All teams will receive T-shirts.
Entry deadline Sept. 20.
Must be 21 years of age.

To enter or for more
lnfonnation, call
The Big Apple Cafe at
270.759-8866 or
Boone Chambers at
270.227-1239.

